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This catalog page is out-of-print and is used with the understanding that the 
information shown could be out-of-date.  In many cases, part numbers shown on 
this page are discontinued.  Most notably, many “Complete Assembly” parts, 
which consist of a cap and a base, can no longer be ordered by the 14-digit 
ordering code.  To obtain these parts, please order the cap and base part 
numbers separately.  This process provides the components contained with the 
original “Complete Assembly” part number. 
 
All Dialight Classic Panel Mount Indicators need a leading 3-digit numerical 
series.  In some cases, this catalog will show a 2-digit series.  In this case, 
please add a leading zero.  For example, 81-0211-300 becomes 081-0211-300.  
 
Part numbers listed on Dialight catalog pages designate parts with Red lenses.  
For ordering lens colors other than red, consult the chart below.  In most cases, 
the color is dictated by the 7th digit.  For example, 095-0932-003 for a green cap. 
 

Lens Colors 
1 - Red 5 - White 
2 - Green 6 - Light Yellow 
3 - Yellow 7 - Clear 
4 - Blue   

 
Click here for a cross reference guide to assembly part numbers. 
 
Click here to view Frequently Asked Questions concerning Panel Mount 
Indicators. 
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M81969/17-09  D38999/20ZF11PA  D38999/20ZF11SA  D38999/20ZF11SA-LC  D38999/20ZF32AA  D38999/20ZF35SA  D38999/20ZJ35SA

D38999/24ZF32BN  D38999/24ZF32JN  D38999/24ZF32SN  D38999/24ZF35SN  D38999/24ZF35SN-LC  D38999/24ZG35SN-LC 

8101000002201  811730-1  983-0SE14-07S8  DAK83S-20  DTS20Z9-35SA  MS18236-1YN  DTS24Z19-32JN  DTS24Z19-32JN-LC 

DTS24Z19-32SN  DTS24Z21-11SN  DTS24Z21-16AN  DTS24Z21-16PN  DTS24Z21-16PN-LC  BACC63CN1404S8A  BACC63CN1407S8A 

EN2997S01407F8  EN2997SE01407F8  169-0412-11-201  PBMBN  251-7538-15-504  2802  2802  294502  983-0S14-04S8  983-0S14-07S8 

983-0S14-07S8-L  983-0SE14-04S8  183-9730-14-602  21-16  251-8738-15-504  259-1930-29-801  3062  350-0410-01-203  367-8430-09-802 

367-8430-09-810  371-8738-14-504  D38999/20ZA35SA  
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